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Methods in Medical Ethics 2010-10-15
medical ethics draws upon methods from a wide array of disciplines including anthropology
economics epidemiology health services research history law medicine nursing philosophy
psychology sociology and theology in this influential book outstanding scholars in medical
ethics bring these many methods together in one place to be systematically described critiqued
and challenged newly revised and updated chapters in this second edition include philosophy
religion and theology virtue and professionalism casuistry and clinical ethics law history
qualitative research ethnography quantitative surveys experimental methods and economics
and decision science this second edition also includes new chapters on literature and sociology
as well as a second chapter on philosophy which expands the range of philosophical methods
discussed to include gender ethics communitarianism and discourse ethics in each of these
chapters contributors provide descriptions of the methods critiques and notes on resources and
training methods in medical ethics is a valuable resource for scholars teachers editors and
students in any of the disciplines that have contributed to the field as a textbook and reference
for graduate students and scholars in medical ethics it offers a rich understanding of the
complexities involved in the rigorous investigation of moral questions in medical practice and
research

Case Studies in Medical Ethics 1977
each chapter focuses on a single area in a simple narrative illustrative case reports and case
studies of ethical dilemmas are provided with points for reflection discussion in step with the
curriculum in medical ethics already established in several medical colleges the chapters can
be used to develop modules in a medical ethics program additional resources titles of relevant
films readings and references are provided the chapters have been linked to the aetcom
modules for easy reference providing content for teaching modules this book provides the
resource to create teaching modules in medical ethics in this way the book compliments the
aetcom modules and can be used to develop teaching learning sessions

Biomedical Ethics 2019-08-02
this book systematically reviews a variety of methods for addressing ethical problems in
medicine accounting for both their weaknesses and strengths illustrated throughout with
specific cases or controversies the book aims to develop an informed eclecticism that knows
how to pick the right tool for the right job

METHODS IN MEDICAL ETHICS 2012-08-23
cross cultural perspectives in medical ethics second edition is an anthology of the latest and
best readings on the medical ethics of as many of the major religious philosophical and medical
traditions that are available today



Cross-cultural Perspectives in Medical Ethics 2000
autonomy is a vital principle in medical law and ethics it occupies a prominent place in all
medico legal and ethical debate but there is a dangerous presumption that it should have the
only vote or at least the casting vote this book is an assault on that presumption and an audit of
autonomy s extraordinary status this book surveys the main issues in medical law noting in
relation to each issue the power wielded by autonomy asking whether that power can be
justified and suggesting how other principles can and should contribute to the law it concludes
that autonomy s status cannot be intellectually or ethically justified and that positive
discrimination in favour of the other balancing principles is urgently needed in order to avoid
some sinister results this book is a sustained attack on the hegemony of the idea of autonomy
in medical ethics and law charles foster is no respecter of authority whether of university
professors or of law lords he grabs his readers by their lapels and shakes sense into them
through a combination of no nonsense rhetoric and subtle argument that is difficult to resist
tony hope professor of medical ethics oxford university this book is unlikely to be in pristine
state by the time you have finished reading it whether that is because you have thrown it in the
air in celebration or thrown it across the room in frustration will depend on your perspective
but this book cannot leave you cold it is a powerful polemic on the dominance of autonomy in
medical law which demands a reaction charles foster sets out a powerful case that academic
medical lawyers have elevated autonomy to a status it does not deserve in either ethical or
legal terms in a highly engaging accessible account he challenges many of the views which
have become orthodox within the academic community this will be a book which demands and
will attract considerable debate jonathan herring exeter college oxford university this is a
learned lively and thought provoking discussion of problems central to the courts approach to
ethical issues in medical law what principles are involved more significantly which really
underlie and inform the process of seeking justice in difficult cases charles foster persuasively
argues and demonstrates that respect for autonomy is but one of a number of ethical principles
which interact and may conflict he also addresses the sensitive issue of the extent to which
thoughts and factors which go to influence legal decisions may not appear in the judgments
adrian whitfield qc introducing the jake la motta of medical ethics foster is an academic street
fighter who has bloodied his hands in the court room he provides a stinging relentless ground
attack on the goliath of medical ethics the central place of autonomy in liberal medical ethics
this is now the first port of call for those who feel that medical ethics has become autonomized
julian savulescu uehiro chair in practical ethics university of oxford this important book offers a
robust challenge to anyone whether lawyer or ethicist who sees respect for autonomy as the
only game in town it argues eloquently and effectively that on the one hand despite the
reverence paid to it by judges in practice the law even in the context of consent weaves
together a number of moral threads of which autonomy is merely one in the pursuit of a good
decision it argues on the other hand that were the day to day practice of law to be guided
primarily by respect for autonomy this would be wrong foster concludes that whilst any society
that does not have laws robustly protecting autonomy is an unsafe and unhappy one so too
would be a society in which too much emphasis was placed on respect for autonomy at the
expense of other important moral principles this is essential reading for anyone interested in



the role of autonomy and indeed of medical ethics in the law michael parker professor of
bioethics university of oxford

Choosing Life, Choosing Death 2009-02-27
tough decisions places readers in realistic composites of cases the authors have actually seen
or managed where they must make tough medical decisions what happens in them often
depends on the reader s decisions and thus gives a sense of pressures that bear on clinical
decision making

Tough Decisions 2001
graber philosophy u of tennessee and thomasma medical humanities loyola u stritch school of
medicine address the modes of analysis and the conclusions they foster annotation copyrighted
by book news inc portland or

Theory and Practice in Medical Ethics 1989
issues in medical ethics are rarely out of the media and it is an area of ethics that has
particular interest for the general public as well as the medical practitioner this short and
accessible introduction deals with moral questions such as euthanasia as well as asking how
health care resources can be distributed fairly

Medical Ethics: A Very Short Introduction 2004-09-23
the textbook of healthcare ethics second edition is written with practising physicians medical
students and residents nurses philosophers and other healthcare workers in mind the text is
also highly suitable for formal ethics courses in medical nursing and allied healthcare
programs as well as for training ethics committee members this book is an introduction to the
broad field of biomedical ethics while offering a basic introduction to ethical theory it discusses
as well the wide array of ethical problems encountered in the daily practice of healthcare
professionals it is written by two bioethicists who prior to entering the field of bioethics worked
as healthcare professionals the primary author has a background in medicine and the
secondary author has a background in nursing this thoroughly revised second edition is meant
to be both a theoretical and a practical introduction to the field and is intended to be as
accessible to the beginner as it is to those already working in the field it provides practical
strategies and tools that can be used for training medical personnel and members of ethics
committees and can serve equally well as an introduction for lay persons interested in the field

Textbook of Healthcare Ethics 2004-06-29
how in a secular world should we resolve ethically controversial and troubling issues relating



to health care should we as some argue make a clean sweep getting rid of the hippocratic ethic
such vestiges of it as remain jennifer jackson seeks to answer these significant questions
establishing new foundations for a traditional and secular ethic which would not require a
radical and problematic overhaul of the old these new foundations rest on familiar observations
of human nature and human needs jackson presents morality as a loose anatomy of constituent
virtues that are related in different ways to how we fare in life and suggests that in order to
address problems in medical ethics a virtues based approach is needed throughout attention is
paid to the role of philosophy in medical ethics and how it can be used to clarify key notions
and distinctions that underlie current debates and controversial issues by reinstating such
concepts as justice cardinal virtue and moral duty jackson lays the groundwork for an ethics of
health care that makes headway toward resolving seeming dilemmas in medical ethics today
this penetrating and accessible book will be invaluable to students of sociology and health care
as well as those who are interested in the ethical uncertainties faced by the medical world

Ethics in Medicine 2006
collecting a wide range of contemporary and classical essays dealing with medical ethics this
huge volu me is the finest resource available for engaging the pressin g problems posed by
medical advances

On Moral Medicine 1998-05-11
this book discusses medicine from an ethical perspective whereas books on medical ethics
more commonly present ethics from a bio medical standpoint the book is divided into 23
chapters the introductory chapters present some basic concepts of medical ethics such as the
relation between the legal system and ethics ethical documents ethical theories and ethical
analysis the following chapters address issues of importance in all fields of medicine respecting
autonomy communication relations within a healthcare team professional malpractice limited
resources and the portrait of a physician in turn the third part of the book focuses on ethical
aspects in a broad range of medical activities preventive medicine human reproduction
genetics pediatrics intensive care palliative medicine clinical research unproven methods in
diagnostics and treatment and the role of physicians who aren t directly responsible for patient
care the last part presents students seminars with case stories the book offers a valuable
resource for physicians of all specialties students of medicine professionals and students from
other fields devoted to human health journalists and general readers with an interest in
medicine

Medical Ethics 1987
in recent years virtue theories have enjoyed a renaissance of interest among general and
medical ethicists this book offers a virtue based ethic for medicine the health professions and
health care beginning with a historical account of the concept of virtue the authors construct a
theory of the place of the virtues in medical practice their theory is grounded in the nature and



ends of medicine as a special kind of human activity the concepts of virtue the virtues and the
virtuous physician are examined along with the place of the virtues of trust compassion
prudence justice courage temperance and effacement of self interest in medicine the authors
discuss the relationship between and among principles rules virtues and the philosophy of
medicine they also address the difference virtue based ethics makes in confronting such
practical problems as care of the poor research with human subjects and the conduct of the
healing relationship this book with the author s previous volumes a philosophical basis of
medical practice and for the patient s good are part of their continuing project of developing a
coherent moral philosophy of medicine

Medical Ethics in Clinical Practice 2019-01-04
the subject of medical ethics is always current and offers an inviting theme particularly for
anyone who has spent his life in medical practice but the subject of ethics is impossible to deal
with unless one first asks its purposes therefore this book is divided into two parts the first
comprehends theoretical considerations and the second pragmatic and empirical data on and
discussions of current problems part one will be of greater interest to moral philosophers
philosophers and historians of science and social scientists part two should have greater appeal
to physicians medical students and medical planners nevertheless it is hoped that the latter will
look into part one for the justification of the conclusions the author could reach on the material
presented in part two likewise it will become obvious why it is believed the solutions of many if
not most ethical dilemmas are not always discernible at a given moment in time also those who
are more concerned with the theoretical material of part one might find its application to
current real life problems interesting it should not be too much to hope that the entire book
will appeal to many general readers the bio ethical problems presented are of frequent and
growing personal concern and are discussed almost daily in the news media

The Virtues in Medical Practice 1993-11-11
emanual oncology and medical ethics harvard rejects the argument that recent issues of
medical ethics are the result of new technologies and contends that they are an inevitable
consequence of liberal political values he proposes a communitarian solution annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Medical Ethics: Evolution, Rights and the Physician
2012-12-06
this anthology with case studies provides insightful and comprehensive treatment of ethical
issues in medicine appropriate for courses taught in philosophy departments as well as in
schools on medicine and nursing biomedical ethics 4th edition covers provocative topics
including aids animal experimentation age based rationing and hospital ethics committees the
new fourth edition edited by mappes and degrazia contains more than 50 new readings as well



as a number of new chapter sections the pedagogical feature of previous editions chapter
introductions argument sketches explanations of medical terms headnotes and annotated
bibliographies have been retained classic cases in medical ethics second edition is a natural
complement to biomedical ethics 4th edition

The Ends of Human Life 1991
critiquing many areas of medical practice and research whilst making constructive suggestions
about medical education this book extends the scope of medical ethics beyond sole concern
with regulation illustrating some humanistic ways of understanding patients this volume
explores the connections between medical ethics healthcare and subjects such as philosophy
literature creative writing and medical history and how they can affect the attitudes of doctors
towards patients and the perceptions of medicine health and disease which have become part
of contemporary culture the authors examine a range of ideas in medical practice and research
including the idea that patient status or the doctor patient relationship can be understood via
quantitative scales the illusion fostered by medical ethics that doctors unlike those in other
professions are uniquely beneficent and indeed altruistic an excellent text for undergraduate
and postgraduate students of law medical ethics and medical healthcare law bioethics and the
humanities shows the real ethical achievements problems and half truths of contemporary
medicine

Biomedical Ethics 1991
as physicians are faced with new and wonderful options for saving lives transplanting organs
and furthering research they also must wrestle with new and troubling choices who should
receive scarce and vital treatment how we determine when life ends what limits should be
placed on care for the dying and more this book by renowned theologian paul ramsey first
published thirty years ago anticipated these moral and ethical issues and addressed them with
cogency and power providing the intellectual foundations for the field of bioethics this second
edition of ramsey s classic work includes a new foreword by margaret farley and essays by
albert r jonsen and william f may that help to locate and interpret ramsey historically and
intellectually praise for the earlier edition for its strong well argued positions its
documentation and references and its assistance in bringing confused strands of thought into
focus the patient as person willbe used for many years michael novak new york times amid the
plethora of books on medical ethics that merely skim the surface this one solidly examines most
aspects of the question from the definition of death to organ transplantation christianity today
notable for its clear moral reasoning and its thorough examination of all morally relevant issues
journal of religion ramsey s study is a masterpiece of thoroughness in evaluating conflicting
moral claims which become explicit in crucial medical situations dolores dooley clarke
philosophical studies



Bioethics and the Humanities 2007-06-11
the blackwell guide to medical ethics is a guide to the complex literature written on the
increasingly dense topic of ethics in relation to the new technologies of medicine examines the
key ethical issues and debates which have resulted from the rapid advances in biomedical
technology brings together the leading scholars from a wide range of disciplines including
philosophy medicine theology and law to discuss these issues tackles such topics as ending life
patient choice selling body parts resourcing and confidentiality organized with a coherent
structure that differentiates between the decisions of individuals and those of social policy

The Patient as Person 2002-01-01
philosphical medical ethics forms the basis of the codes of conduct and legal constraints
involved in doctors professional lives this series of articles presents a british approach to the
concepts assumptions beliefs attitudes and arguments underlying medico moral decision
making in the context of medical practice the book serves as an introduction whose aim is to
encourage more rigorous analysis of the moral dilemmas confronting all physicians and to
contribute to a comprehensive and coherent moral theory for medical practice

The Blackwell Guide to Medical Ethics 2008-04-15
the patient in the family diagnoses the ways in which the worlds of home and hospital
misunderstand each other the authors explore how medicine through its new reproductive
technologies is altering the structure of families how families can participate more fully in
medical decision making and how to understand the impact on families when medical advances
extend life but not vitality

Philosophical Medical Ethics 1986
throughout history men have repeatedly made judgments regarding their own conduct and that
of their fellow men some acts have been judged to be right or good while other acts have been
denounced as wrong or evil ethical judgment in medicine as in other areas of life is an attempt
to distinguish between good and bad conduct this book is based on three lectures given by the
author as the medical director of eye clinic singapura international the first lecture was an
address delivered to medical undergraduates at the national university of singapore in 1975
the second was a commonwealth medical association lecture delivered a decade ago the third
was a singapore medical association lecture delivered in 1981 this volume emphasizing the
principles of medical ethics has been kept simple and brief and it is hoped that it will make
interesting reading for both medical professionals and the general public sample chapter s
history 77 kb introduction 58 kb what makes a good doctor 46 kb contents introduction history
good doctor changes what of singapore perfection finance technology relationship with
colleague relationship with patients relationship with society advertising conclusion readership
medical students and doctors



The Patient in the Family 2014-05-22
edited by four leading members of the new generation of medical andhealthcare ethicists
working in the uk respected worldwide fortheir work in medical ethics principles of health
careethics second edition is a standard resource forstudents professionals and academics
wishing to understandcurrent and future issues in healthcare ethics with a distinguished
international panel of contributors workingat the leading edge of academia this volume
presents acomprehensive guide to the field with state of the artintroductions to the wide range
of topics in modern healthcareethics from consent to human rights from utilitarianism
tofeminism from the doctor patient relationship toxenotransplantation this volume is the
second edition of the highly successful workedited by professor raanan gillon emeritus
professor of medicalethics at imperial college london and former editor of the journalof medical
ethics the leading journal in this field developments from the first edition include thefocus on
four principles method is relaxed to covermore different methods in health care ethics more
material on newmedical technologies is included the coverage of issues on thedoctor patient
relationship is expanded and material on ethics andpublic health is brought together into a new
section

Intervention and Reflection 1979
this book is a comprehensive and unique text and reference in medical ethics by far the most
inclusive set of primary documents and articles in the field ever published it contains over 100
selections virtually all pieces appear in their entirety and a significant number would be
difficult to obtain elsewhere the volume draws upon the literature of history medicine
philosophical and religious ethics economics and sociology a wide range of topics and issues
are covered such as law and medicine truth telling by the physician research population policy
genetics abortion dying and individual rights in medical care the selections span the centuries
beginning with material from the works of hippocrates continuing through thomas percival
john stuart mill and claude bernard down to modern commentators like henry k beecher walsh
mcdermott david l bazelon paul freund h l a hart john rawls paul ramsey richard mccormick
rashi fein and bernard barber the text has eight major divisions beginning with sections on the
ethical dimensions of the physician patient relationship in history the moral bases of medical
ethics and regulation compulsion and protection of the consumer in clinical medicine and
public health each of these sections includes key essays that appear for the first time all of the
book s major divisions contain primary documents codes such as the hippocratic oath medieval
law for the regulation of medicine and the first as well as the most recent code of the american
medical association court decisions including those on karen quinlan and on abortion in the
united states and west germany government documents such as the statement of the national
commission on the protection of human subjects the tuskegee syphilis report the british
parliamentary debate on euthanasia and the council of europe on rights of the sick and dying
and various published guidelines such as the harvard medical school brain death criteria the
american hospital association on patient s rights and pope pius xii on the prolongation of life
cases that illustrate moral dilemmas are provided for discussion purposes each section is



preceded by a succinct editor s introduction the documents and essays are of practical value
for practitioners and students in medicine law ethics and counselling and for individual
patients and groups concerned with medical care through encompassing divergent viewpoints
the essays and primary documents were selected to encourage humane practices and deepen
understanding of the multiple traditions that shaped and do shape the development of medicine

An Introduction to Medical Ethics 2008
this text provides coverage of the most discussed topics and up to date cases in medical ethics
each topic is enriched with important background history and context and supplemented with a
discussion of the most pertinent philosophical theories and ethical issues behind it anecdotal
updates are included at the end of chapters to give readers insights into what has happened to
some of the people involved in these cases

Principles of Health Care Ethics 2015-08-12
walton offers a comprehensive flexible model for physician patient decision making the first
such tool designed to be applied at the level of each particular case based on aristotelian
practical reasoning it develops a method of reasonable dialogue a question and answer process
of interaction leading to informed consent on the part of the patient and to a decision mutually
arrived at reflecting both high medical standards and the patient s felt needs after setting forth
his model he applies it to three vital ethical issues acts of omission the cessation of treatment
and possible side effects of treatments in the final chapter walton shows how his method
functions in light of the real life complexities of the clinical encounter and how it bears on
ethical questions concerning health care policy attitudes toward treatment and toward the
medical profession reasonableness of expectations and the setting of realistic goals of
treatment

Ethics in Medicine 1977
specialists in medical ethics update their 1996 guide for practitioners with new discussions on
such topics as futility organ donation and procurement the physical treatment of relatives
research by a treating physician complementary and alternative medicine direct to consumer
advertising of prescription drugs and genetic testing the case studies and commentary were
developed from 1990 to 2003 under the auspices of the college s ethics and human rights
committee and have been published in similar form in the acp observer annotation 2005 book
news inc portland or booknews com

"Person" in Medical Ethics 1990
this book explores the scope application and role of medical law regulatory norms and ethics
and addresses key challenges introduced by contemporary advances in biomedical research
and healthcare while mindful of national developments the handbook supports a global



perspective in its approach to medical law contributors include leading scholars in both
medical law and ethics who have developed specially commissioned pieces in order to present
a critical overview and analysis of the current state of medical law and ethics each chapter
offers comprehensive coverage of longstanding and traditional topics in medical law and ethics
and provides dynamic insights into contemporary and emerging issues in this heavily debated
field topics covered include bioethics health and human rights medical liability law and
emerging health technologies public health law personalized medicine the law and ethics of
access to medicines in developing countries medical research in the genome era emerging
legal and ethical issues in reproductive technologies this advanced level reference work will
prove invaluable to legal practitioners scholars students and researchers in the disciplines of
law medicine genetics dentistry theology and medical ethics

Theory Of Medical Ethics 1981
this book both presents a succinct history of medical ethics and discusses a wide range of
important ethical dilemmas in the provision of modern health care a synopsis is provided of
ethics through the ages and the role of ethics in the evolution of medicine principles and
sources of medical ethics as well as different religious and secular perspectives are explained
ethical concerns in relation to a variety of specific issues are then examined these issues
include for example human experimentation stem cell research assisted reproductive
technologies termination of pregnancy rationing of health care euthanasia and quality of life
issues the author s many years of practicing medicine in different cultures and countries and
his passion for theology works philosophy literature poetry history and anthropology have
informed and enriched the contents of this stimulating book

Classic Cases in Medical Ethics 2000
common morality has been the touchstone of medical ethics since the publication of
beauchamp and childress s principles of biomedical ethics in 1979 rosamond rhodes challenges
this dominant view by presenting an original and novel account of the ethics of medicine one
deeply rooted in the actual experience of medical professionals she argues that common
morality accounts of medical ethics are unsuitable for the profession and inadequate for
responding to the particular issues that arise in medical practice instead rhodes argues that
medicine s distinctive ethics should be explained in terms of the trust that society allows to the
profession trust is the core and starting point of rhodes moral framework which states that the
most basic duty of doctors is to seek trust and be trustworthy building from this foundation
rhodes explicates the sixteen specific duties that doctors take on when they join the profession
and demonstrates how her view of these duties is largely consistent with the codes of medical
ethics of medical societies around the world she then explains why it is critical for physicians to
develop the attitudes or doctorly virtues that comprise the character of trustworthy doctors
and buttress physicians efforts to fulfil their professional obligations her book s presentation of
physicians duties and the elements that comprise a doctorly character together add up to a
cohesive and comprehensive description of what medical professionalism really entails rhodes



s analysis provides a clear understanding of medical professionalism as well as a guide for
doctors navigating the ethically challenging situations that arise in clinical practice

Physician-Patient Decision-Making 1985-10-24
written by a leading proponent of the philosophy and ethics of healthcare this volume is filled
with thought provoking and frequently controversial ideas and arguments accessibly written it
provides readers with a timely contribution to the current literature on medical ethics in which
the concept of subjectivity is a key issue characterizing current medical humanities examining
the critical assumption that scientifically demonstrable facts will remove all uncertainty the
author argues that ethical dimensions of clinical practice do not always arise from undisputed
facts but that they are sometimes to be found at the level of the determinations of the facts
themselves firmly placing the patient back on centre stage without underestimating the crucial
role which science plays in modern medicine this volume is an excellent account of ethics and
science in healthcare and their proper place in assessing and meeting people s health needs

Ethical Choices 2005
it s hard out there on the frontlines of healthcare when it comes to medical ethics sometimes it
feels like the world is making up the rules as we go along sometimes it feels like we cannot get
our moral balance as the landscape changes and seemingly grows more complicated every day
but no matter what the world throws at us each day we have a choice of how to respond it is
easy to say we will do the right thing for our patients but how do we know what that really
means how do we reconcile the cultural context that has entered healthcare how do we span
the gap between what is legal and what is ethical how do we continue to care for patients
without having anxiety confusion and fear this book presents some of the basic principles of
medical ethics and their application to everyday healthcare hopefully the reader will begin to
understand some of the underlying concepts of medical ethics that can be readily applied to
their practice moreover dr cen hopes that this book sparks the reader s interest in medical
ethics and increases their engagement in discussion legislation and policies decision making
about medical ethics dr puxiao cen is an invasive cardiologist board certified in internal
medicine cardiovascular disease advanced heart failure and transplant cardiology nuclear
cardiology and comprehensive echocardiography she has been a fellow of the american college
of cardiology since 2003 and has been caring for the people of the orlando fl area for two
decades puxiao is also a physician member of the medical ethics committee for the area health
system and assistant professor at the university of central florida college of medicine in
addition to being a physician and a medical ethicist puxiao is a mother world traveler dora the
explorer comes to mind painter history student and a cultural connoisseur she is a woman who
puts her whole heart mind and soul into everything she does she is the epitome of a philomath
but labels do not do her justice puxiao doesn t just absorb all that the world has to offer and
keep that learning and knowledge locked away inside her dr cen considers it her mission to
process and refine the knowledge she has gained from her experiences and distill it down to
the salient points so she can recommunicate that knowledge in a manner that can benefit



everyone that philosophy was the motivation behind writing everyday medical ethics dr cen
wants to help impart some of the lessons she has learned as a medical ethicist in a major health
system to the general public by doing so she hopes that the healthcare professional patients
their families and the communities in which they live can better navigate the modern world of
healthcare even though this book is being published during the middle of the covid 19
pandemic puxiao actually completed the book in late 2018 so there are no case studies or
references to covid19 in the book however the basic principles discussed in the book are
foundational to understanding medical ethics and can be applied to patient care and research
ethics during the pandemic

Routledge Handbook of Medical Law and Ethics
2014-09-19
in this unique study jean pierre clero examines medical ethics from a philosophical perspective
based on the thoughts of great philosophers he develops a theory of medical ethics that focuses
on the values of intimacy

Ethics in Medicine 2013-12-10
this book provides the first comprehensive historically based philosophical interpretations of
two texts of thomas percival s professional ethics in medicine set in the context of his
intellectual biography preceded by his privately published and circulated medical
jurisprudence of 1794 thomas percival 1740 1804 published medical ethics in 1803 the first
book thus titled in the global histories of medicine and medical ethics from his days as a
student at the warrington academy and the medical schools of the universities of edinburgh
and leyden percival steeped himself in the scientific method of francis bacon 1561 1626
mccullough shows how percival became a baconian moral scientist committed to baconian
deism and dissent percival also drew on and significantly expanded the work of his predecessor
in professional ethics in medicine john gregory 1724 1773 the result is that percival should be
credited with co inventing professionalism in medicine with gregory to aid and encourage
future scholarship this book brings together the first time three essential percival texts medical
jurisprudence medical ethics and extracts from the medical ethics of dr percival of 1823 the
bridge from medical ethics to the 1847 code of medical ethics on the american medical
association to support comparative reading this book provides concordances of medical
jurisprudence to medical ethics and of medical ethics to extracts finally this book includes the
first chronology of percival s life and works

The Trusted Doctor 2020-04-06



Values in Medicine 2007-12-12

Everyday Medical Ethics: A Doctor's Perspective
2021-02-18

Principles of Medical Ethics of the American Medical
Association 1953

Rethinking Medical Ethics 2018-10-30

Thomas Percival’s Medical Ethics and the Invention of
Medical Professionalism 2022-04-04
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